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The Problem

Our Approach

RESULTS

As a world leader in environmental policy, California has implemented a
renewable portfolio standard (RPS) with the goal of meeting 50% of the
state’s electricity sales with renewable energy by 2030. This objective
was designed to reduce the state’s greenhouse gas emissions. To meet
these goals, California has built up its renewable energy capacity,
especially photovoltaic (PV) solar, which has a large production potential.

Life cycle assessment

LCA RESULTS

We conducted a life cycle assessment (LCA) to determine the environmental impacts of using a utility-scale li-ion battery
storage facility versus a natural gas power plant to deliver electricity to California’s grid. LCA is an analysis for quantifying
the environmental impacts of a product across all phases of its life, from resource extraction to end of life. The environmental
impacts were calculated for 1 MWh of electricity delivered from each energy source to the grid.

The results of our LCA on the battery storage facility show that
the li-ion battery, inverter, and transformer account for the largest
impacts in the climate change impact category. There was a similar
trend in all six impact categories.
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While solar energy can provide many environmental and economic
benefits, we can’t always take full advantage of its potential.
California has one of the highest solar energy generation profiles in the U.S. (National Renewable Energy Laboratory)
Two of the biggest issues with solar energy are:
The sun isn’t always available to produce solar energy when we need it (e.g., cloudy days or after sunset).
Because of this, we rely on fossil fuel energy, such as natural gas, to meet energy demand when the sun is
unavailable.

Some places, such as California, generate more solar energy (overgeneration) than can be used during the
day, causing issues for the electricity grid.
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We compared the impacts of using a battery storage facility and a natural gas power plant to produce 1 MWh of energy to the grid.

We chose to evaluate the battery storage facility and natural gas power plant using six environmental impact categories:

When we compared the LCA impacts of the battery storage facility
to the natural gas plant, we found that switching from the BAU/no
battery storage scenario to the battery storage scenario resulted in
a significant reduction in the climate change, photochemical ozone
formation, terrestrial acidification, and fine particulate matter impacts
of energy generation. However, switching to battery storage caused
a significant increase in freshwater eutrophication and a minimal
increase in human toxicity.
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Climate change impact of the battery storage facility per 1 MWh of electricity discharged to the

These issues will continue to get worse as California continues to add more solar energy to its grid.

Our Solution
Large or utility-scale battery storage can be used to store excess solar energy generated during the day when demand is low
and return this energy to the grid during the evening when demand is high. Combining solar energy with battery storage could
prevent the waste of excess solar energy (curtailment), increase the amount of energy demand
met by renewables, reduce the environmental impacts associated with electricity generation, and
improve the flexibility and responsiveness of the energy grid. Though battery storage can provide
many benefits to the grid, we don’t know the environmental impacts of using battery storage over the
Why Lithium-Ion

Batteries?

Conceptual FrameWOrk
To determine whether the benefits of long-term battery storage use outweigh its environmental
impacts, we compared two different scenarios for meeting California’s energy demand:
Business as usual (BAU) scenario is our current scenario with no battery storage. Solar energy is
generated during the day to meet energy demand, excess solar energy is curtailed to prevent damage
to the grid, and then natural gas power plants are deployed to meet peak energy demand in the
evening when solar is no longer available.
Battery storage scenario is a potential scenario where battery storage is installed at solar PV plants.
Solar energy is generated to meet energy demand during the day and excess solar energy is stored in
battery storage instead of being curtailed. Evening peak demand is met by deploying stored energy
onto the grid first, and if there is remaining energy demand, it is met with natural gas-generated
electricity.
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Business As Usual
Scenario

determine California’s energy
demand and energy grid mix
(now-2030)

Battery Storage
Scenario

NatuRal Gas (BAU)

curtail all overgeneration
(now-2030)

Capture all overgeneration
in battery storage
(now-2030)

Use natural gas to meet
evening peak demand
(now-2030)

Deploy battery energy
to meet demand
(now-2030)

Calculate total impact of
battery storage and
supplemental natural gas
(now-2030)

Calculate total impacts of
using natural gas
(now-2030)

APPLY LCA
IMPACTS OF
NATURAL GAS &
BATTERY STORAGE

Our step-by-step process for determining the long-term environmental impacts of using battery storage and natural gas from now until 2030

So how much overgeneration is expected in 2030?

Business as usual scenario (CurrenT)

VS

Solar Energy

Battery Storage

Battery storage scenario (Proposed)

Climate Change Impact Comparison

Switching from the BAU/no storage scenario to a
storage scenario from now until 2030 decreased the
climate change impact of energy generation by 8%.
This was due to the displacement of natural gas energy
to meet California’s energy demand.
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Project the environmental impacts from now until 2030 of using battery storage versus natural
gas to meet California’s energy demand

NatuRal Gas Plant

Battery Storage + NatuRal Gas

Long-term Environmental Impacts

Conduct a life cycle assessment to quantify the environmental impacts associated with using
battery storage versus natural gas to provide 1 megawatt-hour (MWh) of energy to the grid.
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To calculate the projected environmental impact of using a battery storage facility versus a natural power plant to meet energy
demand from now until 2030, we created a model of California’s energy demand and generation by source for every year
between now and 2030. The energy demand and generation projections were used to predict how much overgeneration could
occur between now and 2030, and how much battery storage would be needed to store that overgeneration.
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The purpose of our project is to help our client, First Solar Inc. quantify the environmental impacts of using battery storage
from now to 2030, when California is required to meet 50% of its electricity sales with renewables. We then compared the
environmental impacts of battery storage with the impacts of natural gas electricity generation to determine if battery storage
can help California mitigate its greenhouse gas emissions while meeting the 50% RPS goal. Our project had two primary
objectives:
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Projected environmental impact in 2030

Li-ion batteries are
currently considered
to be the frontrunner
technology for future
utility-scale storage
projects due to its
high energy density,
relatively large
production capacity,
and dramatically falling
costs.
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Overall, our results show that using battery storage can reduce the impacts of climate change, photochemical ozone formation,
terrestrial acidification, and fine particulate matter. In addition, using battery storage from now until 2030 could result in an 8%
reduction in the climate change impact of meeting California’s energy demand. In 2030 alone, battery storage could reduce the
climate change impact by 14% and displace natural gas use by 15%.
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Projected energy overgeneration for an average day in April 2030.

Reducing the climate change impacts of energy production is a major priority of California and our client, First Solar. Based
on this objective and our results, we find that battery storage provides a promising solution to help California meet its GHG
reduction targets while increasing grid flexibility, and renewable penetration on the grid.
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